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Community Wellness Practicum Students planned My City. My Health, a health equity conference on April 28, 2023.

Spring 2023 Newsletter Developed by HHP Student, Makenzie Homan & HHP Faculty, Erin Litton MA
Opening Statement from the DEO

Gary Pierce, PhD, FAHA, FAPS
Professor and Chair, Department of Health and Human Physiology
Russell B. Day and Florence D. Day Endowed Chair in Liberal Arts and Sciences

Welcome to the Spring 2023 HHP newsletter! As I near the end of my first year as Chair and Department Executive Officer for the Department of Health and Human Physiology (HHP), I continue to be amazed at the enormous accomplishments of our faculty, staff and students. Student enrollments in HHP remain strong and we continue to be the largest undergraduate department at the University of Iowa with a current total enrollment of 2210 students across our 6 majors.

Some exciting initiatives in HHP this spring that continue to move forward include:

**New West Campus Health Science Building:** A group of HHP faculty and staff, with UI Facilities Management Design & Construction and RDG Architects, continue planning and design for a new building which will be housed on the current Lot 14 parking lot and South Quad building. Groundbreaking is expected in early this summer with tentatively completion date by the end of 2025/early 2026.

**New HHP Space in Old Pharmacy Building:** Several HHP faculty and the Community Health Collaborative will move into new research/community space on the 1st floor of the old Pharmacy building that has been renovated to accommodate the departments immediate growth needs.

**HHP Marketing Campaign:** A marketing campaign to highlight HHP strengths and increase our visibility across Iowa, the Midwest, and nationally, is being planned with the CLAS Strategic Communications office.

**New Student Success Center:** A new Student Success Center space off the HHP lobby on the 1st floor of the Field House is being planned to open for fall semester to give students a location in the Field House to study, collaborate, print, hydrate and come together as a learning community.

**New Play Lab:** A new Play Lab to be used by Therapeutic Recreation/Child Life faculty and students for teaching, experiential learning and research will be completed by the end of the summer.
A Walk Through Time

A History of the HHP Department at the University of Iowa
1960s

1976: Dept. of Physical Education-Field House, Recreation Education Program, Dept. of Physical Education and Dance

1970s

A group of students outside of Halsey Hall, the home of women’s physical education and dance in the 70s

1980s

1987: Division of physical education with depts. of exercise science, leisure studies, and physical education and sports studies

2014: Human Physiology Dept. w/ Health and Human Physiology BA, Human Physiology BS, Sport and Rec Management BS, Therapeutic Rec BS, Athletic Training BS, Graduate MA, MS, and PhD programs

2018-19 Athletic Training Class

2020s

2021: Human Physiology Dept. w/ Health and Human Physiology BA, Human Physiology BS, Sport and Rec Management BS, Therapeutic Rec BS, Graduate MA, MS, and PhD programs

2022: Human Physiology Dept. w/ Health Studies BA, Health Promotion BS, Exercise Science BS, Human Physiology BS, Sport and Rec Management BS, Therapeutic Rec BS, Graduate MA, MS and PhD programs
Dr. Gayle Walter, Associate Professor of Instruction, took 15 undergraduate students on a study abroad trip to the Dominican Republic in January 2023. Dr. Walter teaches a course on the U.S. health care system, so the purpose of the experience was to compare health services delivery in the Dominican Republic to the United States. The group traveled throughout the country to visit rural clinics, hospitals, non-profit organizations, and non-governmental organizations that provide both prevention education and treatment. To learn more about the culture in the Dominican Republic, immersive activities included a hike in the mountains, a tour of the historic Colonial Zone, a visit to a coffee plantation, a cultural center to learn dances, and a visit to a chocolate making factory run exclusively by women. According to Dr. Walter, “It was an incredible experience, and not only did we learn about the differences in health services delivery compared to the United States, but also how that delivery varied in different areas of the country we went to. We were greeted warmly by administration and staff everywhere we went. I’m looking forward to taking another group of students next winter.”
STUDENT TESTIMONIALS

“Overall, the Dominican and United States healthcare systems had some very striking differences such as family involvement and level of sanitation that poses many questions about what can be learned and studied from these differences. The program also has given me the opportunity to reflect on my own values regarding my interest in rural medicine and my motivation to increase awareness for ethical consumption. The experience itself was unforgettable, and I know that I will never forget the unique and meaningful experiences I gained on this trip. I know that in the future, as a doctor or researcher or other position in the healthcare field, I will always remember the doctors and staff in the Dominican Republic that were so willing to provide this educational opportunity for us.”
-Selma Domazet

“I am so grateful that I had the opportunity to take part in this study abroad program. I experienced a new culture, enjoyed new cuisine, made new friendships, and learned more about health care in both the US and the DR. Also, spending two weeks immersed in the Spanish language reminded me how much I want to continue strengthening my Spanish skills in the coming years. I believe these language skills will be important for both personal and professional situations in the future.”
-Amber Gehring
EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING SPOTLIGHT: CHC HEALTH TESTING

Through the Community Health Collaborative (CHC), health testing services are available to all members of the community. Students, Faculty and Staff at the University of Iowa, and individuals from all over the state of Iowa utilize these testing services because they offer a unique insight to one's current health and fitness status, performance, and body composition.

The CHC lab, located at E137 Field House, houses all of the equipment to conduct body composition (BodPod), resting metabolic rate (Resting Metabolic Rate Cart), and cardiorespiratory fitness (VO2 Max Tests).

These tests provide a measurement tool to support behavior change in weight management, disease management, health improvement, performance enhancement, and general health improvement.

These tests can provide additional information on an individual's current health status that is not commonly available in healthcare settings.

Outcomes

Over the past semester the CHC has administered 121 tests to 55 clients. We have administered 68 body composition tests and 53 Resting Metabolic Rate tests. Many clients chose to have both their body composition and their resting metabolic rate measured in the same appointment.

Data from our satisfaction survey indicates the large majority of individuals are seeking health tests to improve their overall health and aid in weight management.

Client Reasons For Testing

- Weight Management: 32.5%
- Health Improvement: 27.5%
- General Curiosity: 22.5%
- Performance Enhancement: 10%
- Physician Recommended: 7.5%

Student Impact

Students involved in this program are primarily responsible for administering and interpreting these health tests. This process includes explaining testing protocols, administering the tests, interpreting the results, and answering any questions clients may have. Providing clients with instructions and explanations that are easy to understand is also a key part of this process, as a lot of the raw information they receive is difficult to interpret without prior knowledge of specific subjects.

Want to do an internship for this program? Contact Dr. Lucas Carr at lucas-carr@uiowa.edu
Department Involvement:
- An inaugural HHP student ambassador, and has continued as a student ambassador each semester since Spring of 2022
- Student editor of the Spring 2023 newsletter
- Panelist at several admitted student days
- Talked with dozens of prospective HHP students and their families at visit day exploring major fairs

Campus Employment:
- Clinical Research Assistant for the Holden Comprehensive Cancer Center
- Campus Tour Guide for Admissions
- Tutor for Student-Athlete Academic Services

Extracurricular Involvement:
- College of Liberal Arts and Sciences student ambassador
- Honor's college member
- Presidential Scholar's Program participant
- Homecoming Council admin member
- Alpha Xi Delta sorority member
- OnIowa! leader
- UIHC ambulatory surgery center volunteer
- Russo Lab volunteer
- Free Mental Health Clinic volunteer
- Iowa food pantry volunteer
- Pen pal project student assistant

HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY STUDENT SPOTLIGHT: MAKENZIE HOMAN

Makenzie Homan, a Human Physiology major on the pre-med track, graduates Spring 2023 with her Bachelor's Degree. Makenzie is from Independence, Iowa, and graduated from Independence Jr./Sr. High in 2020. Since fall semester of 2020 she has been a student at the University of Iowa, and has gotten widely involved around campus and within the department as shown by her involvement listed below.

Makenzie's favorite class she took while at Iowa was the Advanced Anatomy Laboratory, taught by Prof. Ray Fagenbaum. The opportunity to learn anatomy through a cadaver dissection (as an undergraduate student) was a phenomenal introduction to the level of rigor her future classes will require as she hopes to attend medical school within the coming years. After graduation, Makenzie will be taking a gap year while applying to medical school and is looking forward to having the opportunity to travel.
After a successful conference in Des Moines in 2022, The Healthy Project, University of Iowa HHP, and Carver College of Medicine brought the My City My Health conference to Iowa City. The health equity conference brings community members together to engage in conversations about health equity, including topics on culture in healthcare, research in health equity, community wellbeing, and community engagement.

- Mental and Physical Health Disparities in underserved communities
- Diversity & Equity in Research
- Exploring the Intersection of Culture and Healthcare
- Collaborating for Equity

Founder My City. My Health: Cory Dion Lewis
Better Together 2030: Cady Gerlach
EVENT SUMMARY

The My City My Health conference, on April 28, was successful in bridging the gap between public health professionals, healthcare providers, community-based organizations, nonprofits, and individuals as each panel shared their passionate view on health equity. Participants were able to collaborate with numerous health professionals around the Iowa City area to get involved with their work. Each panel highlighted important aspects of their work in relation to health equity, inspiring others to get connected with one another to collaborate for better health within the Iowa City area.

Faculty oversight of this event included Erin Litton, HHP, and Dr. Nicole Del Castillo, CCOM, and Corey Dion Lewis, the Health Project Founder.

16
Community Panelists spoke

19
UI Students engaged in the planning and development of My City My Health.

75
Community-Campus Attendees

101
Meals served to conference attendees

83%
Of attendees increased relationships with community and campus partners

88%
Of attendees would recommend MyCity MyHealth to a friend or colleague

Data based on 43 satisfaction survey responses
Reflections on the Special Olympics Iowa 2023 Winter Games

In January 2023, the Dept. of Health and Human Physiology saw 48 Hawkeyes travel to Dubuque, IA to help implement the annual Special Olympics Iowa (SOIA) Winter Games. In the 3 weeks leading up to the trip, students participated in Zoom class meetings and collaborated on coursework in Disability Studies, Therapeutic Recreation, and Sport and Recreation Management. During this experience, students learned how to ski and snowboard, used adaptive ski equipment, honored traditions in the Opening and Closing ceremonies, built community at the dance and pool parties, and networked with professionals in the field. This group of Hawkeyes assisted in making this year’s SOIA Winter Games another roaring success.

Students performed a variety of management tasks across 3 sites for the Alpine Ski, Cross Country Ski and Snowshoe events. These tasks included, but were not limited to, setting up and marking the courses, assisting with equipment rentals, staging and timing for the races, engaging with athletes between competitions and distributing awards in celebration of all 206 Special Olympics competitors.

The instructors of this collaborative course, Professors Anna Jensen, Adrienne Johnson, and Kristina Gordon, would like to thank everyone who helps makes experiential learning opportunities like this possible, as well as Special Olympics Iowa for the meaningful partnership and the fantastic teams of students who worked so hard to help create a positive atmosphere and lasting memories for everyone at the 2023 Winter Games.

Student reflections of the event were extremely positive, and a few are featured here.
“Overall, the winter games were an amazing experience and I was so glad I could be a part of it. It was incredible to not only see myself grow from this experience but also my group and peers. In the future, I will recommend the class and preach how fun it actually is that changed my outlook tremendously, and I loved every part of it.” ~Paige Froelich

“I had an amazing time at the Special Olympics Winter Games. Going into this course, I had absolutely no idea what to expect. I walked away feeling fulfilled and

I walked away feeling fulfilled and with an immense amount of knowledge regarding disability and adaptive sports.

because when thinking of school trips, they can be a little daunting. In the end, I was so happy that the instructors pushed me to try things and pushed me out of my comfort zone. Especially at social events like dinners, dance parties, and the water park because it was worth getting more involved outside of the event.” ~Haley Gajewski

“I found myself enjoying this experience a lot and I am more than happy to admit that I want to continue with Special Olympics and go to as many events as I possibly can because this was something

with an immense amount of knowledge regarding disability and adaptive sports. As a marketing major, I likely never would have learned what I did, had I not taken this course.” ~Madison Hatfield

“The SOIA organization and the people I have met throughout this course and Winter Games, have shown me how to be a great advocate for this community and things I can do to make others more aware of the impact and amount of people reached at these events.” ~Bailey Rhodes

Course Information:
Special Olympics Iowa Winter Games (3 semester hours)
Dept. of Health and Human Physiology
Course number: DST 4198 - SRM 4197 - TR 4197

Course requirements fulfilled:
· DST: 3 s.h. of focused electives for the Disability Studies Certificate
· SRM: 3 s.h toward the SRM Field Experience & the SRM Event Management Certificate
· TR Inclusive Recreation Track: 3 s.h. of practicum coursework
· TR NCTRC Track: 50 Pre-Internship hours under Community-based & CTRS-guided experience areas
On January 26th, the HHP department held its first "Day of Empowerment." Speakers included DEO Dr. Gary Pierce, Dr. Liz Shannon, and a panel of motivating individuals who shared their journeys of resilience and determination. The event received lots of positive feedback from participants and is expected to become an annual event.
"Emily came to work in my lab from Ireland in 2019 with no prior experience in research. Despite the incredible learning curve, she has adapted very quickly and has excelled... She has been a key lynchpin on our team and our success as a team is in large part because of her.” - Nathaniel Jenkins, HHP assistant professor

Background
Emily Rogers is a current Health and Human Physiology Ph.D. candidate here at the University of Iowa. Emily was raised in Togher, Co. Louth, Ireland and earned a Bachelor of Sports Science and Health from Dublin City University in 2017. Rogers grew up a competitive high jumper, and upon graduation from Dublin she earned a scholarship to compete for Oklahoma State University (OSU).

In 2018, Rogers earned her master’s degree in applied exercise science from OSU. After the completion of her master’s degree, she started her Ph.D., also at OSU, under the supervision of her advisor, Dr. Nathaniel Jenkins. Jenkins joined the University of Iowa HHP Department as an Assistant Professor in August of 2020 which led Rogers to transfer to Iowa to complete her Ph.D. degree and continue to perform research with Jenkins in his Integrative Laboratory of Applied Physiology & Lifestyle Medicine.

Collaboration
In an interview with Rogers for the Dare to Discover Campaign, she stated, "Being involved in research at UI has given me many opportunities to achieve success inside and outside the university. I have been able to secure grant funding for my dissertation project from the American College of Sports Medicine to answer important questions about the utility of exercise breaks in the workplace to improve the negative effects of prolonged sitting on vascular insulin sensitivity. This success would not be possible without the mentorship and guidance of my dissertation committee members and all the other vascular health, exercise, and physical activity experts in the Department of Health and Human Physiology, who so willingly give their time to help me.”

Banner Display
From January to March a banner hung downtown honoring Rogers' impact at Iowa.
For the fourth time ever, a team of UISRM master’s students challenged legacy sport management programs at the National Sports Forum (NSF) Case Cup Competition. Connor Bendull, Derek Ravlin, Lucas Russell, and Grant Smaellie traveled to Los Angeles to compete for the right to be called NSF Case Cup Champions.

Led by UISRM Lecturers, Anna Jensen, Packy Moran, and Jeremy Parrish, the quartet began their ‘training camp’ over winter break. Through mock challenges and faculty feedback, the squad began to understand the rigors of the competition.

Once the semester began, their participation in the Marketing and Sport Promotion course provided additional learning activities to refine informational gathering strategies and presentation skills to amplify their ideas in the competition. Then, on Saturday, February 25, Connor, Derek, Lucas, and Grant learned of their charge: maximize NIL opportunities for Learfield Properties with a focus on women’s sports and the potential for nationwide rollout.
sports executives gather at the National Sports Forum to connect, learn, and share. The 27th edition of the event was hosted by the City of Los Angeles at the Hilton Los Angeles Airport Hotel.

NSF educational sessions shared information related to marketing, business development, sponsorship, ticket sales, and/or diversity and inclusion. Furthermore, attendees received behind-the-scenes tours of SoFi Stadium and BMO Stadium as part of the program. For the UISRM master's students in attendance, it was an exclusive opportunity to jumpstart their professional careers.

Congratulations to Connor, Derek, Lucas, and Grant for competing admirably and representing the UISRM MA program with outstanding professionalism among the top professionals in the industry!

“Receiving the opportunity to compete as part of this team is a memory I will never forget. I cannot recommend the National Sports Forum enough and believe it to be a one-of-a-kind experience for master's students. The forum allows students to make face-to-face connections and gain an advantage in the job market. Thank you UISRM, for the opportunity! ”

-Lucas Russel

"The opportunity to attend the National Sports Forum is one I will never forget. The benefits of testing our skills in a lifelike master's competition paired with unbelievable networking to get ahead in the job market, cannot be emphasized enough. This truly was a remarkable experience that I wouldn’t have had without the help of UISRM. In particular I’d like to thank Anna Jensen, Packy Moran, and Jeremy Parrish.”

-Derek Ravlin
Sports fans around the country filled out and updated their basketball post-season tournament brackets. The thrill of victory and agony of defeat in gyms and arenas across the US is provided excitement for millions. Lest not we forget, players hoped that career-best performances would propel them to realizing their dreams as a professional basketball player.

Baylor University’s National Collegiate Sports Sales Championship (NCSSC) provided similar excitement for sport management student organizations on campuses across the country. The NCSSC competitors, aspiring revenue-generators in professional sports, were afforded the same opportunity as basketball players to jumpstart their professional careers at the competition.

The championship began during the fall semester, with four members of the Hawkeye Sports Business Association competing in the competition’s virtual qualifier rounds. HSBA officers Isabel Martinez and Nathan Escobedo were joined by Hunter Arbogast and Marc Cortez to put HSBA in 12th position in the Ticket Sales School Rankings. As a result of their individual performances, Isabel and Nathan E. qualified for the in-person Round of 32 that recently took place.

"The days at NCSSC were some of the most eventful and most insightful that I’ve had in a while. I sure learned more about myself and more about what the sports sales industry entails! I’m excited to get into the sports industry and learn more." -Isabel Martinez
In total, three #SalesHawks, participated in NCSSC's in-person final rounds which were contested in Atlanta, GA at State Farm Arena and hosted by the Atlanta Hawks. Nathan Morse joined Isabel and Nathan E. at the competition’s final stages. Nathan M. competed in the Speed Sales Challenge in addition to participating in the event’s ancillary activities. While Isabel bowed out of the competition in the Round of 32, Nathan E. advanced to the Round of 16. Results by all three #SalesHawks is impressive as this is the first year the HSBA participated in the competition.

In addition to the competition, the NCSSC offered several educational sessions titled ‘The Importance of Integrity’, ‘Selling Yourself on Mental Health’, and ‘The Best Sellers are Healthy Sellers’. Also, participants networked with professionals and each other during tours of Mercedes Benz Stadium and State Farm Arena, exploration of the Chick-Fil-A College Football Hall of Fame, and the NCSSC Award Ceremony and Reception.

"It was an honor representing the University of Iowa Sport and Recreation Management program and placing amongst the top 16 competitors in the competition. Once again, shout out to Packy Moran for putting the dream team together!" - Nathan Escobedo

"I was able to meet other students like myself throughout the trip, ranging from New York to Washington. These are people I hope to stay connected with since we are the future of the sports industry. Thanks to all the people I met!" - Nathan Morse
"Each year, HHP undergraduate and graduate level students are invited to apply for several scholarships made possible by former faculty and graduates of programs currently housed in our department. This year, approximately 200 human physiology, exercise science, health promotion, and health studies majors applied for the scholarship opportunities. Applicants provided academic information along with an essay indicating both why they’ve chosen to pursue a degree in Health and Human Physiology and why they are a strong candidate for a scholarship. It was clear from the submitted materials how much students enjoy their HHP courses and see the value of their degree.

The availability of scholarships is an important component of student success. Many applicants (and recipients) stated that receiving a scholarship allows them to participate in more learning opportunities both inside and outside the classroom. It also reduces their overall financial burden, giving them time to focus on academic and professional pursuits."

-Prof. Kathy Mellen, Scholarship Chair

The following students are this years’ scholarship winners:

C. Pauline Spencer Scholarship: Graduate Student Lauren Steinke and Undergraduate students Lauren McCartney, Justine Spooner, Delaney Hannan, Brooke Trees, and Grace Sindt

Bess Whittaker Scholarship: Undergraduate student Emily Arntzen
Dr. Margaret Fox Scholarship: Undergraduate student Mason Dains

Elizabeth Halsey Scholarship: Graduate student Andrea Babcock and Undergraduate student Farah Alabdulrazzak

Mary Monroe Bell Scholarship Fund: Graduate student Kelsey Schwartz

Margaret Osborn Scholarship: Undergraduate student Ethan Oetken

Dr. Sofi R. Boutros Fund: Undergraduate students Olivia Johnson, Justin Yem, Laura Flores, and Kallison Rochford

M. Gladys Scott Scholarship Fund: Undergraduate students Lauren McCartney, Justine Spooner, Emily Arntzen, and Kathryn Vortherms

Louis E. Alley Scholarship Fund: Graduate student Justin Deters

Benjamin B. and Clea Mae Brom Scholarship: Undergraduate students Ella Kilstrom and Hunter Briggs

Ray-Tai & Ray-Fong Chang Scholarship Fund: Graduate student Justin Deters

Miriam Taylor Scholarship Fund: Graduate student Ruda Lee and Undergraduate student Breana Bottjen

McCloy Memorial Fund: Graduate student Ryan Allen and Undergraduate Student Jacie Crutcher

Homewood Memorial Scholarship Fund: Undergraduate student Breana Bottjen
Project HOPE was founded in 2018 by TR student Hailey Droessler. The organization focuses on helping those in need by giving hope in any way we can. Project HOPE has impacted hundreds of people in need and continues to help more. Every year Project HOPE finds a need in the community and fills it with your help. The current project is focusing on improving the wellness and health of those who are supported by DVIP in Iowa City. Additionally, stress relief kits were delivered to the Child Life Program at UI Stead Family Children’s Hospital in Fall 2022. The kits included a mindfulness book, a journal and pen, two fidgets, Play-Doh, stickers, a recipe booklet and a booklet with mindfulness and breathing exercises. The project’s goal was to improve mental stress, reduce stress, and improve physical health.
CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL HHP MASTER AND PHD GRADUATES!

Ryan Allen
Nile Banks
Ashley Freeman
Jacob Gallagher
Kristen Halstead
Nathaniel Helwig
Paola Hernandez
Hardik Karla
Tashin Khataei
Virginia Nuckols
Emily Rogers
Rhiannon Angel
Rebecca Bauer
Adrienne Dean
Destiny England
Catherine Freund
Megan Mcelmeel
Allison McManus

Kinsley Parrott
Somayeh Fathi
Jordan Amelon
Alex Dickey
Jaden Driskell
Elizabeth Erker
Spencer Gudgel
Jordan Hemphill
Taylor Kryger
Samantha Mannix
Gage Meyers
Robert Moseley
Max Murin
Shelby Reeves
Anastasia Savich
Paige Seiser
Dillon Wolf
The HHP department hosted their end of the year celebration at the IMU on May 5th as an opportunity for faculty and students to celebrate their accomplishments with one another and engage in thought-provoking workshops and lectures. The day included a workshop session titled "Embedding Exercise is Medicine into UIHC HCCC," four undergraduate honors research presentations, the Louis Alley Lecture, given by Dr. Kathryn H Schmitz, a scholarship award ceremony, and 40 poster presentations from current undergrad and graduate students.
Pictures of HHP students engaged at HHP End of Year Celebration on Friday, May 5, 2023
**Prof. Lucas Carr**


**Prof. Jess Gorzelitz**


**Prof. Nate Jenkins**


**Prof. Vitor Lira**


**Prof. Warren Darling**


---

Dr. Anna Stanhewicz, Assistant Professor in HHP, was recently recognized with the American Physiological Society Environmental and Exercise Physiology (EEP) Section New Investigator Award which recognizes an outstanding investigator in the early stages of his/her career who has made meritorious contributions to the areas of environmental, exercise, thermal or applied physiology and has contributed as a collegial citizen of the EEP and/or scientific community.
Prof. Gary Pierce


Prof. Thorsten Rudroff


Prof. Anna Stanhewicz


Prof. Erin Talbert


Prof. Kara Whitaker


Congratulations Dr. Kara Whitaker on the recently awarded Pregnancy 24/7 Offspring Study is a 5-year multi-site observational cohort study funded by the National Institutes of Health for $3.4 Million. This project will leverage state-of-the-art, 24-hour activity assessment in each trimester of pregnancy, collected as part of the ongoing Pregnancy 24/7 cohort study and add additional assessments of offspring growth, adiposity, and CVD risk through 24 months. This study will inform future primordial prevention interventions to decrease the risk of offspring obesity and CVD across the lifespan.
Follow us on our socials for updates on HHP events and awards and accomplishments of our faculty, students, and staff!

@Uiowahhp  @uiowahhp

Health & Human Physiology at the University of Iowa

UIowa Health & Human Physiology